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Although these creative visual assemblies are unique, all ArtMET
is seamlessly arranged, scheduled, and produced at Crosstown operations in North Surrey,
along with any on-site installations performed by Crosstown’s expert field workforce.

What’s Different?

Architectural Metalwork • Large Textured Printing • 3D Cutting

         Vancouver Airport Apple Flagship StoreVancouver & Burnaby Mica Dam, BC Special Set Constructs

Crosstown established ArtMET to highlight its custom, ‘creative visual’
offerings that require industrial-level production.

What is               ?

Some present clients

About Crosstown
Since 1986, Crosstown has been a leader in commercial metal fabrication
throughout Western Canada from their vast facility in North Surrey, BC. 



YVR - Vancouver Airport Scotia Bank TheatreHotel Vancouver

Hermés Stores

SkyTrain Stations

Christian Dior

University of British Columbia

Cactus Club Restaurants

Architectural Metalwork



Turn Practical . . . Into Provocative

Think Creative Metal



From fabrics/canvas to steel/plywood, acrylics,
glass, or substrates such as Alucobond, your
textured art can be opaque, translucent and even
on fully transparent. There’s also a roller option
for large format wall paper or poster needs.

On virtually any material - soft, bendable, or hard

Large Format Printing

NOTE: All photos are of actual reproductions from this 2.5D printer.

Up to 8 x 10 feet  •  INT/EXT’s  •  Textured

ArtMET preps
your art, logo or
photos for the ink textures
in the 2.5D printer software.



Textured 2.5D Wizardry

ArtMET Client Print Tests > Meticulous Evaluation > Textures That     ...Wow!

>

As artwork, wall panels, or entire murals ... astound your visitors.



It’s Endless Possibilities

On stainless steel, glass, mirrors – anything – up to 8 x 10 feet.



Whatever you imagine, on any material ... ArtMET can print it.

Printing Revolutionized



Imagination Gone Wild

Modern Ridged Designs On ArtMET 3D Cuttings Glossy Metal Looks

Clear Stained Glass Backlit Acrylics

The options are infinite.
Unique Display Systems



ArtMET can 3D cut essentially any material for whatever your visual desires. 
Up to 6.5 x 20 feet in width/length, spacious, with 5-axis cuts to 1-inch deep.

NOTE: All photos
are of actual 3D cuts
from this 3D cutter.

3-Dimensional Cutting



Envision anything and get it 3D cut.

Create small ornaments, models, wall
fixtures and decorations - interior or
exterior. Strategically use lighting to 
highlight your unique presentations.

Or, go big with...

It’s Another Dimension 
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ArtMET Commercial
ArtMET produces creative, custom combinations that can include architectural
metal, 2.5D printing, 3D cutting, or any other client desires required.

ArtMET Commercial offers a new, expanding line of
straight forward 'turn-key' wall and ceiling products.

Aluminum 

Polygon Pods Sound Baffles  

Steel 

Some popular options

ArtMET Commercial products include custom choices.
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Light Aluminum Panels

Easy Assembly
COMMERCIAL

Simple Wall Rails

Choose colours or supply graphic art. Quick install/mounting.



Magnetic Personalities
In any colours or your graphic designs.

There’s a reason why top-name entities
utilize ArtMET. From the highest-quality
materials, local artisan-labour workmanship
to endless custom options backed by professional
personal service – ArtMET delivers.

ArtMET Steel Panels have a distinctive option:
YYou can uniquely arrange a logo, photos, or any
visuals on your contemporary panels. 

And Magnet-Art Ready

Steel Panels - That ‘Industrial’ Look

Take creative control - and flexibility - of your wall presentations.
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Acoustic Sound Baffles
Simply Stylish
And Effective

For Ceilings
Or Walls

In Classic Dark Or Custom Colours

ArtMET's perforated metal baffles
fully capture sound wave energy before
it echos off flat, hard surfaces. 

A specially designed sound-absorbing insulation is
installed into the interior of each member. Sets are finished
with smooth, non-perforated end-cap slats. 

COMMERCIAL

Low to even high-pitch frequencies are dramatically diminished. 



Polygon Pods
ArtMET’s six-sided ‘honeycomb-shaped’

Polygon Pods can be up to nine feet in diameter.

ArtMET Pods boldly upgrade
a space above with an improved
sound environment below.

Ceiling acoustics can include strategically
dispersed ‘traps,’ where sound waves
easily enter, yet only a fraction escape.

Crosstown can assist in designing
individual Pod placements or in creative
clusters to meet your needs. 

COMMERCIAL

Multiple colour options for Pod slats and trims are available.



ArtMET is in demand; therefore, having your project scheduled
early ensures accomplishing your desired completion dates.

3D Cutter Samples
Contact Crosstown. ‘Arrange a possible 3D cutter sample.

Projects inherently include tests for clients. ‘Pre-project’
samples are usually small and may include the ArtMET logo.

ArtMet is proudly dedicated to
“Integrity and Results.” 

2.5D Textured Printing Samples 
Contact Crosstown. Send a photo, graphic, company logo, or a copyright-
cleared stock file - CMYK, up to 1440 dpi, no matter how large the file size.
A high-resolution PDF or master graphics file with layers is preferred.

Architectural Metalwork Enquiries
Contact Crosstown. A clear, pragmatic plan will be personally tailored
to your needs. You can also request the Architectural Metal Brochure.
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Need a Quote?
Contact Crosstown. Tour our facility,
where you can explore the creativity
by seeing and touching an extensive

array of samples. 

https://crosstownmetal.com/index.php/contact-us
https://crosstownmetal.com/index.php/contact-us
https://crosstownmetal.com/index.php/contact-us
https://crosstownmetal.com/index.php/contact-us


visit:

crosstownmetal.com

Crosstown Metal Industries
13133 - 115 Avenue
Surrey, BC, V3R 2V8
Telephone: (604) 589-3133
Fax: (604) 589-3134
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